N E W E U R O P E CO L L E G E
Institute for Advanced Study
Founder and Rector: Prof. Dr. Andrei Pleşu

Bucharest, March 14, 2013

I wish to express my strong support for Mr Barnabás Bencsik as Director of the Ludwig
Museum, and my firm conviction that he should be entrusted with the mandate enabling
him to continue his work as Director of the Ludwig Museum – Museum of Contemporary
Art, Budapest.
Over the years I had many occasions to visit the Museum, undoubtedly one of the most
interesting and rich museums in this part of the world. It was a captivating place during its
previous director, the much regretted Katalin Néray, and it continued to develop and thrive
with Barnabás Bencsik at its head. In recent years, under Mr Bencsik’s directorate, the
museum organized a number of very important exhibitions that confirmed its major
importance among the museums of contemporary art in Central Europe and beyond. It is an
institution of which Hungary can be proud, and which constitutes a model for similar
museums in the neighbouring countries. Mr Bencsik, a specialist of high repute, an
experienced, original and innovative curator, gathered around him a team of extremely
competent and knowledgeable specialists, with some of whom I am personally acquainted
and had occasions to collaborate.
I am confident that Mr Barnabás Bencsik and his excellent team are best placed to continue
on the lines defined during the previous five years in their efforts to build on the legacy of
the Ludwig Museum. Their achievements are the most telling proof of the quality of the
Director and of his team, and a guarantee for the Museum’s future.

Yours sincerely,

Dr Anca Oroveanu
Professor, Department of History and Theory of Art, National University of Arts, Bucharest
Academic Director, New Europe College-Institute for Advanced Study, Bucharest

Str. Plantelor 21, 023971, Bucharest 2, Romania
Tel.: (+4) 021 327 00 35; Fax: 327 07 74; e-mail: nec@nec.ro

SCCA, Center for Contemporary Arts–Ljubljana

March 14, 2013

LETTER OF SUPPORT
It is my pleasure to write this letter in support of Barnabás Bencsik whom I consider a very
responsible person and the most appropriate professional for the Director's position at the
Ludwig Museum – Museum of Contemporary Art, Budapest.
Barnabás Bencsik has been active in the field of contemporary art for several years now and is
concerned one of the most active curator of his generation. He has had quite a long list of
curatorial and educational posts and projects that he prepared as an author or a collaborator of
some of the prominent culture organisations in Hungary and worldwide, also in Slovenia.
He is innovative, energetic, extremely self-initiative, and internationally linked
professional and I am confident that he and his professional team are best placed to
continue the previous five years, in their efforts to build on the legacy of Ludwig Museum
and the achievements they have already reached.
I strongly support Barnabás Bencsik to continue his work as the Director of the Ludwig
Museum – Museum of Contemporary Art, Budapest.
Sincerely,

Barbara Borcic, Director

SCCA, CENTER FOR CONTEMPORARY ARTS–LJUBLJANA
Metelkova 6, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia / tel:+386(0)1 431 83 85 / fax:+386(0)1 430 06 29/ e-mail: scca@scca-ljubljana.si http://www. scca-ljubljana.si

19 March 2013
Ludwig Múzeum–Kortárs
Művészeti Múzeum
Ludwig Museum–Museum of
Contemporary Art
H-1095 Budapest, Komor
Marcell u.1.

Ludwig Museum – Museum of Contemporary Art, Budapest

To whom it may concerns
This letter is to express my strong support that Mr. Barnabás Bencsik should
continue his works as the director of the Ludwig Museum – Museum of
Contemporary Art, Budapest.
I am confident that he and his professional team are best placed to continue the
previous five years, in their efforts to build on the legacy of Ludwig Museum and
the achievements they have already reached.
The building of an identity and strength of a place and institution strongly is
depending on the continuity of a vision and the engagement of people.
Mr. Barnabás Bencsik and his team have proven to be able to do so to
strenghten and expand the reputation and visibility of this exceptionel
instituion locally, nationally and internationally.
With very best wishes
Sincerely

Beatrix Ruf
Director and Chief curator
Kunsthalle Zürich

March 28th, 2013,
Warsaw

Dear Sir / Madam,
I am writing to express my deepest support for Mr. Barnabás Bencsik’s application for
the post of Director of the Ludwig Museum – Museum of Contemporary Art in Budapest,
Hungary. I know that the strategy Mr. Bencsik employed whilst director was, in previous
years, very professional and fruitful. I believe that his vision and exhibition policy should be
allowed continuation in the subsequent years and that it is the best solution to keep the
Ludwig Museum as important for the art world and worth seeing for the public as it is now.
My support for this candidature comes from the conviction that there are still many
projects that Mr. Bencsik can and should organize in the Ludwig Museum, as well as in
cooperation with other institutions. Personally, I have realized how important the international
cooperation that keeps the cultural institution vivid and flowing is for him. Right now, we are
working together on Marina Abramovic’s exhibition. The exhibition is being prepared very
carefully, and without doubt it will be an amazing project; moreover, once shown in Budapest
and Warsaw, it will be something of which we can be proud of. It is my great pleasure to
work with Mr. Bencsik on this project and I would truly regret if this cooperation would be
interrupted. I think that the Ludwig Museum will only continue to gain if it is inclined to have
a director who values the exchange of experiences and artistic achievements between
institutions and people.
I highly recommend Mr. Bencsik’s candidature as I know him as a reliable and
effective professional. I would like to underline how important it is for the Museum that he be
allowed to continue to work as director.

Sincerely,

Fabio Cavallucci
Director

São Paulo, March 12, 2013

To whom it may concern

This letter is to express my strong support that Mr. Barnabás Bencsik should continue his
works as the director of the Ludwig Museum – Museum of Contemporary Art,
Budapest. I am confident that he and his professional team are best placed to continue
the previous five years, in their efforts to build on the legacy of Ludwig Museum and the
achievements they have already reached.

Cristina Freire
Vice-Director

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Rua Praça do Relógio, 160 • tel.: + 55 11 3091 3039 • Cidade Universitária •
CEP: 05508-050 • São Paulo • SP • Brasil

	
  

17 March 2013

To whom it may concern
In recent years, the Ludwig Museum – Museum of Contemporary Art under director
Barnabás Bencsik has been a major centre in the international network of museums of
modern art in the world. Since his appointment in 2008, Bencsik and his team have
produced a series of outstanding exhibitions which have done much to promote
public engagement with contemporary art, particularly that produced in Central
Europe. Under his leadership the Ludwig Museum has done much to put Hungarian
contemporary art in dialogue with the international art world, both in the region and
further afield. This has required serious research into the practices of artists as well as
very high quality curation. The programme in the last five years (and in fact since the
opening of the Museum) has been particularly impressive when judged by any
international standards.
I write this to express my strong support for Mr Bencsik and his team in the face of
the decision not to renew his contract. I strongly believe that he should continue in
his role as director of the museum. He will ensure the success and continued
relevance of the Ludwig Museum. Hungarian cultural life needs robust public
institutions which operate without political interference. This has to be one of the
clearest lessons of forty years of communist rule.
Yours sincerely

Professor David Crowley
Head of the Critical Writing in Art & Design Programme
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STYRELSEN
To whom it may concern
Kulturstyrelsen
H. C. Andersens Boulevard 2
1553 København V
Telefon 3373 3373
Telefax 3391 7741
post@kulturstyrelsen.dk
www.kulturstyrelsen dk

March 15, 2013

Support for Mr. Bencsik

This letter is to express a strong support for Mr. Barnabàs Bencsik and
his work as the director of the Ludwig Museum Museum of Contem
porary Art, Budapest.
—

We have worked with Mr. Bencsik on several occasions. Most recently
was in 2010 when the Ludwig Museum showed an exhibition of Danish
Contemporary Art during the Spring Festival in Budapest. The exhibi
tion was opened by the Danish Minister of Culture Mr. Per Stig Møller,
who was extremely impressed by the professionalism of the museum.
As partners in the exhibition we, the Danish Agency of Culture, can
only express our satisfaction with the cooperation and with Mr. Bencik
and his staff.
We therefore highly recommend Mr. Bencsik as an extremely compe
tent, and important international museumleader.

-c__
—

Anette Østerby
Head of Division
Visual As
Danish Agency for Culture
Dir. tlf. +45 33 74 47
E-mail: aoe@kulturstyrelsen.dk

CVR-nr: 11 87 69 27

Jour.nr.:

Ludwig Múzeum
Kortárs Művészeti Múzeum
Museum of Contemporary Art
H-1095 Budapest, Komor Marcell u. 1.

Lindenstr. 34/35
10969 Berlin
Germany
Mobile: +49 178 390 89 84
St.-Nr.: 14/474/60402
UST.-Ident.-Nr.. / VAT: DE255872671
berlin@gregorpodnar.com www.gregorpodnar.com

Berlin, 29.03.2013
Letter of support

Dear Sirs, dear Madams,
From beginning of this year the position of the director of Ludwig Museum in Budapest is
vacant. The former and current interims director Barnabás Bencsik is waiting for confirmation
of his position as director of the institution for the upcoming mandate. Mr. Bencsik is one of
the most valuable personalities in the context of the museum scene for contemporary art in
Europe. He happen to show that he is the most skilled professional in Hungary to combine
an exhibition program of the lightest international standard with the most exciting elements of
contemporary from Hungary. Although I am following well the contemporary art development
and the research of art since the 70s in Hungary from mid 90s on, I can say that Mr. Bencsik
and his museum team gave me in the past years a tremendously big and new insight into the
Hungarian art scene. The exhibition program that I have learned during the directorship of
Barnabás Bencsik was irreplaceable not only for Central European standards but on the
highest artistic and intellectual level that I have experience until now in Europe and abroad.
Please, consider that Mr. Bencsik’s capability and professional skills should not be put under
danger because of political issues and believes as a loss of Mr. Bencsik as director of the
Ludwig Museum in Budapest would mean an irrevocable loss to the Hungarian people and
its contemporary culture. Please, give the Hungarian people a chance, do not act against
great national achievements, which have been made by this extraordinary person and help to
confirm Mr. Barnabás Bencsik’s position as the future director of Ludwig Museum for the next
mandate.

Gregor Podnar

To whom it may concern

Letter of recommendation concerning Mr Barnabás Bencsik
Stuttgart, March the 14th 2013

Dear Sirs,
Since more than ten years I have been in close contact with Mr Barnabás Bencsik. Akademie Schloss
Solitude was lucky enough to use Mr. Bencsik’s profound knowledge of the Hungarian contemporary art
scene in order to select young artists from Hungary for its fellowship program in Stuttgart. During my
many visits in Budapest I could appreciate Mr. Bencsik’s work as a curator in the Trafó Gallery, in
Müczarnok and last but not least in the Ludwig Museum, Museum for Contemporary Art. Especially our
collaboration with ACAX under Mr. Bencsik’s direction was for Akademie Schloss Solitude an extremely
positive experience. ACAX contributed largely to the success of our international exchange program
with NGOs in Budapest, Sofia and Warsaw.
In my opinion Mr. Bencsik is one of the best connoisseurs of the Hungarian contemporary art scene, well
connected for many years with the international art scene. In Europe and abroad Mr. Bencsik is highly
appreciated and estimated by the artists in general and by his colleagues in particular. With his previous
work as director of the Ludwig Museum, Museum of Contemporary Art, Budapest, Mr. Bencsik has
proved that he is an excellent director and an outstanding art curator. For all these reasons I strongly
support his application for a second term as director of the Museum.

With kind regards

Prof. Jean-Baptiste Joly
Director
Member of the Order „Pro Cultura Ungarica“

Akademie Schloss Solitude · Stiftung des öffentlichen Rechts · Solitude 3 · 70197 Stuttgart
T 0711.996 190 · F 0711.996 1950 · www.akademie-solitude.de · mail@akademie-solitude.de
Baden-Württembergische Bank Stuttgart · K T O 7871512108 · B L Z 600 501 01
I B A N : D E 82 6005 0101 7871 5121 08 · B I C : S O L A D E S T

Kuklovská 3, 841 04 Bratislava, Slovakia • www.aica.sk • +421 905 231 187

Letter of support for Barnabás Bencsik
and his candidacy for the directorship of the Ludwig’s Museum Budapest.

When I was a child, the story struck me every Easter that Jews were voting for the Barnabas, not
for Jesus Christ. Though the truth was clear, but nobody would see it. I used to think that it will
stay like this forever. But this year I realized that situation has changed a bit… at least in Budapest,
Hungary.

I have known Barnabás Bencsik for many years and I am following his career through different
institutions. In Ludwig’s Museum Budapest he initiated many processes that should be recognized
internationally as well. All reputable curators are concentrated in the Ludwig Museum at the
moment and many freelance curators are participating at the museum’s programs, if there is any
institution that must be visited by international professionals, it is the Ludwig Museum. However
it is not only the international context, but also the local one, where Ludwig’s Museum pays a lot
of attention to education of the local public that is nowadays necessary for all cultural institutions.

I would like to support by this letter of candidacy the personality of Barnabás Bencsik for a directorship at the Ludwig’s Museum and do believe that this competition will follow according to the
international standards and will not be manipulated.

Juraj âarn˘
Vice-President AICA Internationally
President AICA Slovakia

18.3.2013

To the board of election,

Here in Kiasma, Museum of Contemporary Art in Helsinki, we very much appreciate the
achievements that Mr. Barnabas Bencsik has accomplished in Ludwig museum, Museum of
Contemporary Art in Budapest. We strongly recommend that he could continue his successful
efforts within contemporary art and that he would be re-elected as the director of Ludwig
Museum. We are convinced that he and his professional team are the best people to continue to
develop the program of the museum and answer, also in the future, to the challenges of
contemporary art. By appointing Mr. Barnabas Bencsik as director, the legacy of the museum and
the future of contemporary art in Hungary would have a worthy continuation.

Sincerely,

Museum Director
Museum of Contemporary Art Kiasma
Helsinki

KIASMA

NYKYTAITEEN MUSEO MUSEET FOR NUTIDSKONST MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART
Mannerheiminaukio 2, FI-00100 Helsinki, Finland
Info +358 (0)9-1733 6501, Fax +358 (0)9-1733 6503, www.kiasma.fi

This letter is to express my strong support that Mr. Barnabás Bencsik should
continue his works as the director of the Ludwig Museum – Museum of
Contemporary Art, Budapest. I am confident that he and his professional team are
best placed to continue the previous five years, in their efforts to build on the legacy
of Ludwig Museum and the achievements they have already reached
Katarzyna Kozyra (artist)

Letter of support for Mr Barnabás Bencsik’s application for the continuing directorship
of the Ludwig Museum of Contemporary Art, Budapest
08.04.2013

To whom it may concern

I am writing in a personal capacity in support of the renewal of Barnabás Bencsik’s contract
as Director of the Ludwig Museum for a second term. The international programme he has
been running is so important as it enables real cultural exchange between our different
countries, to understand our different and also shared local interests.
I am confident that he and his professional team are best placed to continue the previous five
years, in their efforts to build on the legacy of Ludwig Museum and the achievements they
have already reached.
Yours faithfully

Michaela Crimmin
Curating Contemporary Art, School of Humanities

lal
Akademie der bildenden Ktinste Wien

al<ademie der bildenden l<iinste wien
lnstitut flir bildende I(unst

Leh6rgasse 8

A-1060 Wien

Academy of Fine Arts Vienna
Univ.-Prof Dr. Marina Grzinic
Lehargasse 6-8

1010 Wien

M.Grzi nic@a kbild.ac.at

Vienna, 13.03.2013

A LETTER OF SUPPORT FOR Mr. Barnab5s BencsiKs reelection/confirmation
as director of the Ludwig Museum - Museum of Contemporary Art, Budapest
This letter is to express my strong support that Mr. Barnabds Bencsik should
continue his work as the director of the Ludwig Museum - Museum of
Contemporary Art, Budapest. I am confident that he and his professional team
are the best option to continue the previous five years of program and
engagement with the institution for the domestic and international public and
for contemporary arts.

It is a great opportunity now to build on the legacy of Ludwig Museum and the
achievements that Mr. BarnabSs Bencsik and his team have already reached.

with the institution and Mr. Bencsik
personally and his professional team, the last was in November 2OII when I
came with a group of 30 students from the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna to
visit the Museum. lt was powerful exchange and discussions that empowered
a big group of international students that study at the Academy of Fine Arts in
I had numerous outstanding collaboration

Vienna.

Therefore I extend all my support to Mr. Barnabds Bencsik and endorse the
wish of many that he should continue his work as the director of the Ludwig
Museum - Museum of Contemporary Art, Budapest.

Best regards, Dr.

New York, January 23, 2013
To whom it may concern:

I was first contacted in July 2009 by the Ludwig Museum Budapest for the organization of a solo
exhibition of my works. The preparation of the project has started in 2010, and since then we met
several times with Róna Kopeczky, curator in charge of the exhibition.
Barnabás Bencsik, director of the Ludwig Museum, invited me personally to Budapest in
the coming months to visit the exhibition spaces and discuss and finalize the conceptual
framework of the planned exhibition. We are presently scheduling a preliminary trip which
would suit both our agendas.
This exhibition is planned to be the first large scale overview of my work in the Central
Eastern European Region, and would be, as commonly agreed, a travelling show with its first
venue in Ludwig Museum Budapest. Consequently, if the present personal, professional and
institutional conditions, as well as the agreed conceptual frame of the project remain, I hereby
declare my intention to exhibit in Ludwig Museum Budapest in 2014 or 2015.

Warmest regards,

Marina Abramovic

Extra City Kunsthal
Antwerpen

Antwerp, 13.03.2013

To whom it may concern,
I am writing in support of Mr. Barnabás Bencsik’s application for a second term as
director of the Ludwig Museum – Museum of Contemporary Art, Budapest.
Under the directorship of Mr. Bencsik, the Ludwig Museum has become one of most
interesting and vibrant institutions in Central and Eastern Europe. The
programming that Mr. Bencsik and his highly competent team have articulated has
had a very positive resonance both with the local audience and on the international
scene.
Their achievements indicate Mr. Bencsik and his colleagues should be entrusted
with the evolution of the Ludwig Museum over the next 5 years.

With best wishes,

Mihnea Mircan
Artistic director
Extra City Kunsthal, Antwerp

Tulpstraat 79, 2060 Antwerpen | +32 (0)3 677 16 55 | info@extracity.org | www.extracity.org

Bucharest, March 14, 2013

I am writing in my name and in the name of my colleagues at the National Museum of
Contemporary Art in Bucharest (MNAC) to express our strong support for Mr Barnabás Bencsik,
the current Director of the Ludwig Museum in Budapest, as its future Director.
The contacts between MNAC and the Ludwig Museum, Budapest go back to the time when its
director was Katalin Néray. Thanks to her, we established a privileged relationship with this
Museum, and we remain deeply attached to her memory. This relationship continued during Mr
Bencsik’s directorate, leading to common projects, such as the recent exhibition Société Réaliste,
which has just closed at our museum. We are also most eager to continue and enlarge this
collaboration in the framework of the project initiated by the Ludwig Museum, Budapest,
devoted to a common research and display of art in Central and Eastern Europe.
Continuing on Katalin Néray’s footsteps, Barnabás Bencsik strengthened the position of the
Ludwig Museum, Budapest as a truly European institution, ranking among the best of its kind. I
have a high appreciation for his professionalism, for his deep and comprehensive knowledge and
understanding of Central and East European art before and after the downfall of communism, for
his balanced views and his sensitivity to local particularities. My colleagues and I are confident
that this open-minded, European approach to the complex questions raised by contemporary art
and its display will continue to inspire Barnabás Bencsik and the excellent team on which he
relies in his work.
With my best wishes,
Mihai Oroveanu
General Director

tel. 0040-21-313 9115; tel/fax. 0040-21-318 9137; e_ mail: info@mnac.ro; www.mnac.ro

Extra City Kunsthal
Antwerpen

Antwerp, 13.03.2013

To whom it may concern,
I am writing in support of Mr. Barnabás Bencsik’s application for a second term as
director of the Ludwig Museum – Museum of Contemporary Art, Budapest.
Under the directorship of Mr. Bencsik, the Ludwig Museum has become one of most
interesting and vibrant institutions in Central and Eastern Europe. The
programming that Mr. Bencsik and his highly competent team have articulated has
had a very positive resonance both with the local audience and on the international
scene.
Their achievements indicate Mr. Bencsik and his colleagues should be entrusted
with the evolution of the Ludwig Museum over the next 5 years.

With best wishes,

Mihnea Mircan
Artistic director
Extra City Kunsthal, Antwerp

Tulpstraat 79, 2060 Antwerpen | +32 (0)3 677 16 55 | info@extracity.org | www.extracity.org
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Hungarian G o v e r n m e n t
M i n i s t r y of H u m a n R e s o u r c e s - State Secretariat f o r Culture
Hungary
Arnhem, 20 March 2013

Ref: Request f o r a letter of support for IVIr Barnabas Bencsik's application for the directorship
o f t h e Ludwig IVIuseum - IVIuseum of Contemporary Art, Budapest

To whom it concerns,

This letter is to express my strong support that IVIr. Barnabas Bencsik should continue his
works as the director of the Ludwig Museum - Museum of Contemporary Art, Budapest.
I am confident that he and his professional team are best placed to continue the previous five
years, in their efforts to build on the legacy of Ludwig Museum and the achievements they
have already reached.
Kind regards.

Mirjam Westen
Curator contemporary art

Museum voor Moderne Kunst Arnhem
The Netherlands
www.mmkarnhem.nl

Utrecht, March 18th, 2013.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN,
This letter is to state my strong support to my colleague Barnabás Bencsik, and to
express my opinion that he should continue being the director of the Ludwig
Museum – Museum of Contemporary Art, in Budapest. It is crucial that he can
maintain the very relevant work that he has done as head of this institution,
which has gained international reputation for it.
As artistic director of PHotoEspaña, I invited Mr. Bencsik to be a keynote speaker
in an international conference that I organized last year in Madrid, together with
José Jiménez, former Deputy Minister of Culture of Spain; Martin Barnes, Chief
Curator of Photography, Victoria and Albert Museum, London, and Akiko Miki,
Chief Curator, Palais de Tokyo, Paris. The prominent level of these participants
shows clearly the high esteem in which I have Mr. Bencsik.
I consider that he and his professional team are best placed to continue their
efforts to build on the legacy of the Ludwig Museum and increase the
achievements they have already reached.
Sincerely,

Gerardo Mosquera
Independent curator and critic
Artistic Director of PHotoEspaña

Prof. Dr Piotr Piotrowski
Professor ordinarius
Art History Department; Adam Mickiewicz University
Al. Niepodległości 4; 61874 Poznań POLAND
www.arthist.amu.edu.pl www.amu.edu.pl/~piotrpio
piotrpio@amu.edu.pl

March 15, 2013

To whom it may concern:

A letter of support to Mr. Barnabas Bencsik

Mr. Bencsik, Director of the Museum of Contemporary Art, Ludwig, Budapest, is worldwide
recognized museum person, who keeps this institution on the highest international level. What
is important to me, a scholar dealing with Central-East European art history, this
internationalism – corresponding with Peter Ludwig legacy – does not neglect regional, and
local, Hungarian art. This is what differs Budapest Museum from other such institutions in
Europe and around the world.
I am absolutely convinced that Barnabas Bencsik’s affords to keep the highest rank position
of the Museum in the world has been successful, and on behalf of myself and many
colleagues, art historians, curators, art critics, I am sure that he is the best person to continue
his job as the director of the Museum, providing at the same time the best opportunity to
maintain this Hungarian cultural institution among leading museums of contemporary art in
Europe.
Sincerely,

Piotr Piotrowski

Professor Svetlana Boym
March 15, 2013
To Whom It May Concern
I am writing to express my admiration and support for the contemporary
art programming at the Ludwig Museum 2009-2013 under the inspired and visionary
directorship of Barnabas Bencsik. As a scholar, curator and artist I have worked with
many international institutions. I came to the Ludwig museum in 2010 and after visiting
several exhibitions featuring Hungarian and international artists, I chose the museum as a
site for international collaboration with Harvard University. I was particularly impressed
by innovative, bold yet comprehensive and thoughtful approach to the material in the
shows and pioneering curating. I particularly enjoyed Yona Friedman retrospective that
was truly spectacular and pioneering by international standards, as well as the exhibition
of the work of Attila Csörgö, exhibition on Photorealism and Art and Science Fiction.
We organized an international group of curators and scholars led by the
director of Ludwig Barnabas Bencsik and curator Hajnalka Somogyi and proposed a plan
for the first international exhibit dedicated to the Off-Modern Art and Nostalgic
Technologies scheduled for 2013-2014. Barnabas Bencsik’s strong international
reputation, his unique expertise in Hungarian and international arts of the past thirty
years, his excellent eye and organizing and administrative acumen combined with
Hajnalka Somogyi’s innovative, creative and dedicated curating as well as her high
reputation in working with many international artists provided a necessary framework for
the project. We worked together for the past two years and organized a special seminar at
Radcliffe Institute of the Advanced Studies at Harvard University in November of 2011
entitled: Modernities Out of Synch: Nostalgia and New Media in Transnational Art
Practices
The seminar was an inspiring and intellectually challenging event, that
offered a new platform for the international and cross-disciplinary collaboration. It
brought together an international group of scholars from the Humanities, Social Sciences
and Architecture as well as curators and artists to investigate new tendencies in
contemporary art and culture related to the critical uses of nostalgia in the production of
new artistic media. Focusing on the practices that were often considered “belated” or
“peripheral” vis-à-vis the dominant Western conceptions of modernity and modernization
we develop the concept of the “off-modern” that offers an alternative understanding of
the artistic evolution from a cross-cultural perspective. Together we formulated the
proposal for the exhibition based on some of my theoretical work on Nostalgia (The
Future of Nostalgia) and Off-Modern. We already contacted and got agreement from
several major international artists including William Kentridge, Anri Sala, Tobias Putrih,
Cesare Pietroiusto, Attila Csörgö and others as well as intellectual support of leading
scholars in the field such as Professor Giuliana Bruno (Harvard), Professor Jeffrey

Schnapp (Harvard), Dr. Gabi Scardi (Milano), Professor Andreas Huyssen (Columbia
University) and others.
I value greatly Ludwig Museum of Budapest as an excellent platform for
international collaboration combining exhibitions, scientific research and international
collaboration. It is my hope that the administration of the museum will keep the promise
to go ahead with the exhibition in 2013-2014. I plan to participate and I have no doubt
that it will make a major contribution to understanding of contemporary art in the
Hungarian and cross-cultural context.
Please don't hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions.
Sincerely

Svetlana Boym
Curt Hugo Reisinger Professor of Slavic and Comparative
Literature
PhD Program in History and Theory of Architecture, Graduate
School of Design
Harvard University
..........................

The Support Letter
My name is Yunnia Yang, an independent curator from Taiwan.
This letter is to express my strong support that Mr. Barnabás Bencsik
should continue his works as the director of the Ludwig Museum –
Museum of Contemporary Art, Budapest. I am confident that he and
his professional team are best placed to continue the previous five
years, in their efforts to build on the legacy of Ludwig Museum and
the achievements they have already reached.
Thanks to the efficient operation of the ACAX mechanism,
which Mr. Barnabás Bencsik has especial and broad vision to set up,
he highlights excellent Hungarian contemporary artists in the
international art stage and creates a international art network for the
Hungarian contemporary art world. Moreover, he curated numerous
inspiring but popular contemporary art exhibitions with his
curatorial team during the previous five years. I truly believe that the
Ludwig Museum lead by Mr. Barnabás Bencsik in further future will
bring the significant meanings for the Hungarian contemporary art
and its public.

Yunnia Yang
Independent Curator from Taiwan
March 20, 2013. Taipei

To Whom it May Concern

This letter is to express my strong support that Mr. Barnabás Bencsik should continue
his works as the director of the Ludwig Museum – Museum of Contemporary Art,
Budapest. I am confident that he and his professional team are best placed to continue
the previous five years, in their efforts to build on the legacy of Ludwig Museum and the
achievements they have already reached.
Ljubljana, 29 March 2013

Zdenka Badovinac,
Director Modernagalerija

